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THIS PROGRAM
IS “WRITE”
FOR VERMONT .

WRITING

Learning to Write;
Writing to Learn
At

Vermont Institutes now offers
systemic, sustained
professional development,
grades K-12,

writing to learn.

write and

Learning to

for all students.

writing

Supporting

Institutes—

For more information call:
Karen Kurzman
Director of Writing Initiatives
802-873-9003
kurzman@together.net

The Vermont

in writing.

excellence in

Dillingham Hall, 7 West Street
Montpelier, VT 05602
Phone: 802-828-0060

to enhance student achievement

Learning to Write;
Writing to Learn.

www.vermontinstitutes.org

Write for Vermont

rite for Vermont is committed to
providing dynamic programs that are
tailored to meet individual school and
district needs with on-site presentation and facilitation. Together with your school’s representatives, we
design a comprehensive professional development
plan that builds upon what you have already
accomplished. Our program is designed to develop
knowledge and skills of educators seeking to increase
student writing achievement in all content areas.

W

We construct data-based professional
development to meet your school’s
needs, offering writing workshops on
the following:
★ the Vermont Framework standards for writing
★ Vermont writing rubrics and benchmarks
★ the qualities of effective writing, as well as the
writing process
★ collaborative assessment of student writing
★ alignment of grade level expectations and local
curriculum
★ construction and implementation of quality writing
assignments

Write for Vermont
presenters are all successful
Vermont teachers who have
a credibility unmatched
by other outside consultants.
They are knowledgeable about
classroom-tested knowledge
as well as
researched-based programs.

★ creation of local standards-based performance
assessments
★ practical strategies to help struggling writers
★ integration of writing in content areas
★ best practices

This is only one of the services available through VI.
At VI, we are dedicated to serving educators in making
sustainable, continuous improvements in programs and
learning. Underlying all our work are the principles of
leadership, equity, technology and assessment.
For more information, contact us at:
www.vermontinstitutes.org
802-828-0060
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A partnership with Write for Vermont
provides the highest quality
professional development to bring
the Vermont Framework of Standards
into the classroom.

